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This work is for entertainment purposes only, and is
a true work of honest fiction. Anyone seeking to hold the
author to any facts implied or otherwise, is simply spinning
his wheels in futility. If people, places, or events mentioned
seem familiar to any reader, then consider it all a nice
coincidence and forget about the law suit! Let this work
simply stand as a fairytale in reality.

Introduction

Well, hello now everybody, this is the Party jack
speaking! I live for a good time and a much better party, so
that is why I am here speaking with you today. I live on the
high road, and my life is making good reports straight to all
of you, my dear readers, and telling you the real deal about a
place before you even bother to leave home. Is that not
really nice of me? So why do I go to all of this trouble? I go
to all of this trouble simply because no one else anywhere
else does, or will, and because somebody some where
needs to do so to keep us all well informed with the truth!
So let me tell all of you some few simple words about
my self, and then we will carry on with these cool reports.
Simply speaking, I am in search of true paradise here on
earth. I hold to the treasured belief that it is very possible
to find an earthly paradise. The problem is that the

definition of paradise is different to every individual
person. So I guess that the very best place to begin is with
my definition of paradise and just what paradise means to
me; because I honestly feel that my definition is really the
same as your definition, even if you do not know how to
put it all into proper words!
See now, my definition reads as such: Paradise is a
place where (1) exists an attractive natural beauty (2) lots of
potential for entertainment, both in-doors and outdoors (3)
encourages and promotes investment and individual
enterprise (4) lots of freedom for me to pursue the
fulfillment of my inner desires (5) lots of freedom to pursue
any adventure on my own terms.
I guess that is just about it, in summary! I also enjoy a
warm climate, but I enjoy the cold as well, so I will not be
overlooking these areas, as the whim dictates my
destination.
Well, just know from the record that during the course

of my many travels and adventures, I met this really cool
gent' named H.L. Dowless somewhere on Salinas beach, I
believe it was. After I caroused with him a bit, and had
climbed many a tall mountain, and hunted many a buck
and buffalo with him, I also came to know that he was a
writer by craft, among many other interesting titles. I
thought that he was a killer good writer who had a very
open mind about life and his creative work, so I asked him
to pen this narrative for me, and put my words into their
proper form.
So please understand, that he has my permission to type
this narrative up while making use of my title and my
personal information. He also has my permission to publish
this work in any form that he so desires to do it in. I know
that he is an honest person, and so on that note, we have
agreed to split all of the profits exactly half and half! Know
now, that I am very pleased to have him on board with this
project!

He has also written a number of other interesting works.
I will list these works here:
The Killer Thriller Story Collection
The Grand Army Of The Golden Eagle
Spirited Tales Of The Fantastic & The Libertine
Tiny Tales That Walk On The Wild Side
Mother Maria's Wonderful Bedtime Stories
Please keep in mind that all of these stories may be
purchased via the largest online bookstores at a very
reasonable rate. They are all on the well know electronic
mediums as well, for better rates. You may also find his
works at your nearest favorite in town bookstores, always
at the same reasonable rates. I am certain that you and your
family will enjoy them. There are even stories for both the
little kids as well as the adults.
Well, I guess that is about all that I have to say here now
for the time being. I suppose that you are all about tired of
reading my lists and my opinions, so I figure that the time

to move on is drawing nigh.
Before I go, please understand that I live somewhat on the
wild side, which is very different from the mainstream
lifestyle. Know to, that these crazy tales are very true
stories, not just made up fantasy. The names of the guilty
involved are the true actual names of those specific people,
but only the letters have been scrambled up mightily, so
have lots of fun trying to unscramble them!
I guess you might say that I am a lifestyle traveler, for lack
of better words. There is nothing that I love more than rip
roaring excitement! So just hop on in and ride the waves
with me....so....Heidi ho,..... and away we shall go...!

Yours Truly
The Party Jack

Adventures In Myrtle Beach

For some two months I was laid off from my security
job, and spent the summer just sitting around sucking
down the sailor's punch, and dreaming of sand in the sun.
The hammock was really relaxing, but it was high time to
venture out into the wide open world to see what fun was
out there to be be taken advantage of, and just what thrills
there were to be had. So, since I was in the general area at
the present moment, I decided to ride with the southerly
wind.
I made a quick call to what appeared on price line to be
a really good reasonably priced nest for the next three days.
It was a resort called Myrtlewood, and the ad' sure looked
good enough. With taxes, I booked this room for $122.00 a
night, at the time of this writing. With this secured, I could
now focus my mind on the real plan, which in reality, was

just to ride with the thrills, which ever way it was that they
sent me!.... So I grabbed my favorite coconut lady fresh
from my favorite place in the tropics, poured a heavy dose
of ammonia into the underground hornet's nest in my
temporary front yard, and I hit the high road again.
I think that it was highway 701 south that I was riding
on with my tail in the wind at 70 mph. It was really good
traveling. I rode with my window down in my economy
silver Nissan Ventura, since I have an inborn hatred for air
conditioner in the car. The air felt really cool, as if it were
blowing off water in some distant lake, even though the
outside temperature was 110 in the shade. We left around
0900 hrs, so that would place us arriving at our destination
at around 1200hrs, I mathematically reasoned. My Garmin
GPS led us all of the way there without a hitch.
As we rode along, my mind drifted back to a place not
too far away, that I had paused in some years before while
on my way to Savanna Georgia. The place was called

Bladenboro, and was a real rocking wild place for such a
small mill town. The women there had to be some of the
wildest of any I have ever met anywhere that I had ever
bothered to stop at. I eased into the gas pump off hwy 211; I
think that it was the Kangaroo mart, if I recall rightly. I
stepped out just to pump gas, and this really well built
blond lady with a hair lip soon sauntered up to speak with
me.
“Well hello, doll. I hope that you are in town for a
while,” she purred in a dizzy somewhat inebriated voice.
“Yea, so do I, but I think that I will be here just long
enough to pump this tank full of gas, then I may move on
to get some groceries at the Hill's Food Store just around
the corner there.”
“Well,” she replied. “If you decide to stay for a while,
my name is rghijknbesxzsb, and I promise you that you will
never regret the extra effort on your part.”
“Yea, and I promise you that I will not, as well,” I replied

as I got back into the car.
I motored on through the intersection and to the left, and
right on down toward the old cotton mill, and the Hill's
Food store nearby. I turned to the right and into the Hill's
parking lot, coming to a rest about three places back from
the drink machine. I get out of my car and ease on across
the lot and inside the grocery store. It sure felt good in the
puffing cool wind dressed in shorts, sandals, and a fluffy
tee shirt. Just as soon as I entered in, it seemed to me that
some excitement was a stir.
I went on inside, grabbed a buggy, and began making
my rounds. In no time at all I had my limit that I had set
when I first entered inside. I soon came to pause in the long
line by the cash register. I looked forward and a tall, very
well built man seemed to be the target of attention, but the
locals seemed to attempt at ignoring him at the same time.
The man's name was dwrhjlmdresbxzqki, we will just call
him Hero, for the sake of simplification.

“Well I wish some of these ladies in here would pay me
some attention. When are you going to go to bed with me,”
he said out loud to the first lady who passed him by?
“Oh Hero, you just shut up that mess to me now,” she
screamed, as she slapped him savagely across the side of
the head.
This monster of a man just hunkered down like a child
misbehaving, and appeared as if he might just cry. I almost
busted out laughing in spite of all that I could do to prevent
it, but more trouble was soon walking in.
Soon in walked this extremely well built dead knock out
bleached blonde, with a man following her. The tag on her
Thunderbird said Hawaii, if I am not mistaken. So
obviously she was not a local. Soon the man went across the
store in one direction, and the woman went around in the
other, going on right passed old Hero.
“Mam, you look so good that I just gotta say... I wanna
go to bed with you,” stated old Hero, as he looked down

the front of her low cut skin tight black satin clubbing
dress.
“Well,.... I never,” gasped the lady while clutching the
front of her low cut party dress!
Soon her man walked up in an angry brisk sort of way,
clenching his teeth as he went along.
“Well, just who in the world do you think that you are,
mister,” asked the man in some strange foreign accent? “ I'll
have you to know that I know Karate, and that I will put a
beast like you down and out fast!”
Old Hero looked him up and down, then asked.
“What did you say?....You'll put me down?....”
Old Hero suddenly dropped down, and then picked
him up by the crotch, holding him high over his head right
flat on both hands. He walked over to the store front
window just as casually as if it were a Sunday stroll in the
park. The man that he was carrying on his hands moved
like he could not believe exactly what was happening to

him. With both hands, he tossed this man clean through
that store front window, and onto the paved store parking
lot out side. The entire glass shattered amid piercing,
screams from the ladies in the store, and gasps from all of
the men.
In two minutes the police came, surrounding Hero, who
refused to stop fighting with them. The police shot him
with the teaser dart, but it did not seem to have much effect
on him, as far as I could tell. Finally the crazy muscle man
went down, the cuffs went on him, and that was the end of
that.
I kind of laughed as I cruised along, thinking about the
event in silence to my self....
Just as the GPS had previously stated, we eased into the
drive of this resort at 1200hrs that August day. The front of
the resort main office looked well kept in a way that
pleased the eye. The people inside appeared happy enough,
but still did not seem all that much filled with excitement.

“Yea, can we help ya,” they asked in a monotone?
“Sure,” I replied. “We need to check in.”
“ And those movies,” they then asked? “Do ya wanna
watch those movies?”
“Well....those movies,” I replied? “Do they come with the
package? If they do, then why not, I guess? By the way,
what movies? Did we order any movies?”
The people at the desk never even bothered to respond,
or to even look up from their paperwork. Their expression
never changed as their hands busied like bees in a buzzing
hive. Soon a stapler snapped and the lady with the now
hardened face looked up from her labor.
“Is there anything else for ya today? We'll be glad to help
out with yer fit.”
“Naw, naw, I guess, That 'll do it for now,” I replied with
a smile.
“Your room is number 103 just down the road to the side
of the main office here, and then to your first left. Go

forward, then make another left, and go all the way down.
Park and then you'll find the room on your left side. We
truly do hope that you will enjoy your stay with us.”
“ We'll see you around at a later date,” I replied as I
walked out of the door.
“Have a good time now,” replied the lady as I walked
out.

We loaded up into the car and eased on in the direction
of the room. The area seemed to be comfortable in
appearance. To the right, about midway between the main

office and the room, was a large enclosed room with a
shelter on the back, and a number of picnic tables
underneath the shelter. This was what was called the lazy
river, according to the directions handed to me by the
monotone clerk in the main office. Soon the car eased up
into the parking place right in front of our room. So here we
were, and it was all really just a comfortable walking
distance from the main office.
So.....maybe this will be the place for that perfect rip
roaring killer rock 'em sock 'em adventure experience that I
so crave, I thought in the back part of my mind without
ever saying so. We eased on from the car now into the
room. When the door opened, we stepped right into the
main kitchen area. Ahead of that kitchen lay the living
room area, complete with a couch that we approached first,
then a love seat by the next wall, and another to the right
wall by one of the bedrooms. The second bedroom was
positioned to the right from the kitchen area. On the other

side of the living room was a sliding glass door that opened
into a sheltered area for some good outdoor relaxation. The
living room had a TV, but only with a DVD player and no
cable reception or otherwise. I guess that was what the
monotone lady meant by “those movies”,....but I never saw
any kind of movies to tell you the truth.
The outside view from the sheltered area opened into a
large well groomed lawn area with a flowering tropical
plant oasis in the center. Upon inspection, this tropical oasis
enclosed an outdoor swimming pool that had some really
relaxing warm water when the evening came around, as I
was to discover in the near future. Maybe I could have
some rock 'em, sock 'em good poolside excitement here
when the blanket of night enshrouds the area, I thought in
the silence of my mind; but then, maybe not... we shall all
see in the not so distant future, if indeed we slow down
enough.
After looking around a bit, my favorite coconut lady was

soon on the trusty cell phone. In an hour or so, we heard a
knock on the door, and in walked a friend of hers who had
traveled from several states over just to party with all of us.
This lady was another from one of those coconut shores
down in the islands somewhere, and she was another
knight of the open road as well, just as we ourselves are,
looking for the next thrill and living for the frills of just
being alive and life itself.
This lady had some three other friends with her who
looked as if they were up for some real excitement, so I was
game to GIT-IT-ON, ASAP! Soon out came the steaks, the
charcoal grill, and the heavy red wine by the endless bottle
and jug full. Pretty soon, after emptying some 10 or 12
silver chalice, we were all ready for the rolling waves of the
beach!
The warm sun a shinning, the soft feel of the sand
beneath bare feet, the taste of the red wine pouring freely
from the colored party cups...it all runs in my veins and

preps my mind for the next tinge in thrilling excitement. I
feel that all of us were feeling the same warm surge as we
walked along.
My only disappointment was that the resort did not
furnish an hourly shuttle from the main office to the shores
of the beach, as do most resorts in which we have stayed.
Had it not been for a local who told us of an underground
shuttle in the area that was illegally ran by those
enterprising folks of the surrounding area, it surly would
have been a long hot walk in the sweltering humidity and
heat, the good red wine would have seen to it! For a meager
$10.00 a group, we avoided the headaches of walking in the
sun. We went ahead and _______
Please note: For the remainder of this work, please go to
uploadnsell. I hate to be this way, but writing is really a
detailed strenuous labor of love. This labor must be
compensated for, but if you really honestly cannot afford
the three tiny dollars that I ask for, then contact me and I

just might be able to work something out, if you ask me the
right question in the proper manner. So....until next time,
my dear friends.......we'll leave the beans and coffee on the
table for ya!

